
Basic Cleaning Services

What is Basic Interior House Cleaning?

A standard interior house cleaning shouldn’t be a one-size-fits-all service. 

Kwantem Cleaning Services works with you to create a customized cleaning plan tailored to your 

budget and specific needs, from the tasks you want completed to the frequency of service.

Still, customization aside, on a basic level there are some things you can reasonably expect will 

be included in a recurring general cleaning package. The idea is to maintain a high level of 

cleanliness on a regular basis such that build-up doesn’t have a chance to happen.

Here’s what will likely be cleaned, scrubbed, dusted or polished in each room of the house 

during a basic session.

Standard Kitchen Cleaning



The kitchen is one of the most high-tra�c areas of any home, so it usually needs a lot of 

attention. 

Standard Bathroom Cleaning

If you want to talk about germs, look no further than the bathroom. It’s really important to keep 

this area of the house spic-and-span. Standard bathroom cleaning tasks should include:

Standard Bedroom Cleaning

*Some services will change linens if clean sheets are set out

Standard Living Room Cleaning

Damp wiping all countertops and exterior cupboards/drawers
Sanitizing and wiping down all appliance exteriors
Detailing, scrubbing and sanitizing microwave inside and out
Cleaning stovetop, range hood and drip pans
Scrubbing and sanitizing sinks and backsplash
Dusting or wiping down chairs, tables and baseboards
Mopping, sweeping or vacuuming floors and shaking out any area kitchen rugs
Emptying trash cans and relining receptacles with clean bags

Scrubbing, sanitizing and polishing sinks/faucets
Cleaning and sanitizing tubs/showers
Disinfecting, brushing and sanitizing toilet (inside and out)
Washing and wiping countertops/vanity
Shining mirrors and dusting light fixtures
Emptying trash cans
Mopping/vacuuming floors and shaking out bathmats

Dusting doors, furniture, decor, lamps and window treatments
Cleaning mirrors
Removing trash
Vacuuming floors
Making bed(s)*

Dusting and cleaning tables, lampshades, baseboards



Other Standard Cleaning Tasks

Additional Services known as our Specialty Services?

While it might be nice to think that a cleaning service would literally wave a magic wand to 

organize your entire house, there are some things that definitely carry an extra charge 

Kwantem Cleaning Service Basic Cleaning

Disinfecting remotes and other electronics
Cleaning wood and glass surfaces
Vacuuming carpets/cleaning floors
Flu�ng cushions and cleaning underneath the couch

Removing cobwebs
Lightly dusting plants
Cleaning ceiling fans and dusting air vents
Feather dusting blinds/shutters

Stripping the bed, washing, and changing sheets/other bed linens
Washing and drying laundry/clothes
Doing dishes or loading/unloading the dishwasher
Steaming carpets or floors
Scrubbing inside the oven or refrigerator
Organizing cupboards or closets
Washing windows or sliding glass doors
Cleaning anything in the garage
Washing walls




